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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have two sales representatives in your company that
currently have the same role. That role does not allow them to
convert leads, but it does provide access to lead records. You
want to grant one of them the ability to convert leads, but
keep the other with the default settings. What is the best way
to accomplish this?
A. Copy the existing role and edit the copied role to allow
Read/Edit access to lead records,
B. Copy the existing role and edit the copied role to hide the
Leads tab.
C. Edit the underlying role to include the privilege.
D. Copy the existing role and edit the copied role to include
the Convert Leads privilege.
Answer: D
Explanation:

Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
We need two roles one for each sales representative.
Add the Convert Leads privilege to the appropriate role.
Note:
The role settings that allow you to convert leads are as
follows:
* The role must have the CRM Marketing: Convert Leads
privilege.
* Additional record-type access for the role might also be
required.

NEW QUESTION: 2
SIMULATION
Ein Windows 7-Computer scheint einen Fehler zu haben. Bei jedem
Neustart wird die Meldung "BOOTMGR fehlt" angezeigt.
Sie haben zuvor eine Windows 7-Installations-DVD in die DVD-ROM
eingelegt.
ANLEITUNG
Verwenden Sie die Windows-Dienstprogramme zur Wiederherstellung
und Reparatur, um das Problem zu beheben.
Wenn Sie zu irgendeinem Zeitpunkt den Ausgangszustand der
Simulation wiederherstellen mÃ¶chten, klicken Sie auf die
SchaltflÃ¤che Alle zurÃ¼cksetzen.
A. Schritt
Schritt 2:
B. Schritt
Schritt 2:
Schritt 3:
Answer: B

1: WÃ¤hlen Sie Boot von Windows 7 DVD
WÃ¤hlen Sie Upgrade
1: WÃ¤hlen Sie Boot von Windows 7 DVD
Klicken Sie auf Installieren
WÃ¤hlen Sie Upgrade

NEW QUESTION: 3
A business continuity plan is an example of which of the
following?
A. Compensating control
B. Detective control
C. Preventive control
D. Corrective control
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A corrective control, such as business continuity plan (BCP),
consists of instructions, procedures, or guidelines used to
reverse the effects of an unwanted activity, such as attacks or
errors. In particular a BCP is the assessment of a variety of
risks to organizational processes and the creation of policies,

plans, and procedures to minimize the impact those risks might
have on the organization if they were to occur.
Incorrect Answers:
B: A business continuity plan is A detective control. A
detective control is an access control deployed to discover
unwanted or unauthorized activity. Examples of detective access
controls include security guards, supervising users, incident
investigations, and intrusion detection systems (IDSs).
C: A preventive control is any security mechanism, tool, or
practice that can deter and mitigate undesirable actions or
events. A business continuity plan is A preventive control.
D: A compensating control is a data security measure that is
designed to satisfy the requirement for some other security
measure that is deemed too difficult or impractical to
implement. A business continuity plan is A compensating
control.
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